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Introduction
Few industries had as much of a boom as media and entertainment since 2020. Ways
of having fun and earning online, such as Livestreaming, eGaming, and online gambling
are showing continually increased usage and transaction rates. Since the beginning of
the pandemic, the number of users of such services has grown considerably and
created massive new opportunities for the adoption of blockchain and crypto-assets.
Currently, the biggest complaints voiced by users of online entertainment systems
running on Layer 1 blockchains stem from their prohibitively high transaction fees and
slow transaction times. These are the issues we decided to address with the creation of
our Layer 2 blockchain solution, the ZAKChain Distributed Ledger.
With the ZAKChain we have developed a lightweight blockchain-based payment system
for online entertainment that improves user experience with greater transaction
speeds, lower costs, ease of use, and enhanced security, while also simplifying the
incorporation of cryptocurrency payments onto online entertainment sites.
Atop the ZAKChain we have built the ZAKZAK crypto ecosystem which incorporates the
ZAKSwap Distributed Exchange and the ZAK NFT Marketplace. Harnessing the power of
Decentralized Finance, holders of our central cryptocurrency, the ZAK Token, can make
passive income on their investment by staking and yield farming on the ZAK DEX, while
creators and investors can profit from the minting, buying, and selling of NFTs on the
Marketplace.
Since ZAKZAK is a project that was conceived and created in Japan by a team of
international developers who all share a deep affection for the art and entertainment
cultures of Japan. We plan to make the ZAKZAK ecosystem a showcase for the very best
of Japanese popular culture such as Anime, Manga, Doushinji, Pachinko, Video Gaming,
Live Entertainment, and much more.
After three years of development, testing, and implementation, we are proud to
present to you the ZAKZAK Layer 2 Crypto Ecosystem.
THE ZAKZAK TEAM
September 2021

Components of the ZAKZAK Ecosystem

ZAKChain Layer 2
An ultrafast, purpose-built blockchain that offers high scalability
with minimal settlement fees

ZAKSwap DEX & DeFi
Our unique Decentralized Exchange which handles the key
tokens of the ZAKZAK ecosystem and other select tokens,
allows users to conveniently exchange digital assets, and
rewards liquidity providers and staking with excellent APR
returns.

ZAKZAK NFT Marketplace
ZAKZAK will be host to an NFT marketplace for creative works
from leading artists and performers from all over the world,
with a special emphasis on Japanese art and culture.

What is the ZAKChain?
The ZAKChain Distributed Ledger is a super-light, ultra-fast distributed ledger that is
ideal for exchanging value, contracts, and storing and accessing information. Its
combination of high speed and security make it ideal for tasks such as instant deposits,
withdrawals, and payments on online entertainment sites.
Using Layer 1 for approval for every transaction is slow and costly. The ZAKChain Layer
2 protocol designates regional zones processes wherein lightning fast, near-free
transactions can take place. The ZAKChain supplies liquidity for each zone and issues
coupons between zones within the range of liquidity. On-chain Coupons are proof of
lending and borrowing between zones. These coupons are subsequently grouped
together and settled between zones.
ZAKChain nodes are light enough that they can be mounted on personal computers,
smartphones, even IoT devices. The system is designed to be able to configurable with
a large number of nodes. Initially, the ZAKChain works as a Layer 2 of the Ethereum
chain, but when a sufficient number of Layer 2 Zones are established, Layer 1 becomes
unnecessary and all transactions can be carried out using only the ZAKChain.
Currently, Bitcoin and Ethereum have around 10,000 operational full nodes. ZAKZAK is
designed to perform optimally with hundreds of thousands, millions, even an infinite
number of nodes.

Blockchain

Average Transaction Confirmation Time

ZAKChain

5/1000 second

Ripple

4 seconds

Ethereum

6 minutes

Bitcoin

60 minutes

Use Case: Creating Value with Transparency
New value through transparency by ultra-fast payments

In the case of the application of ZAKChain to online casinos, all wins and losses are
recorded instantly on the ZAKChain allowing for complete transparency of game
win/loss status and conversion rates.
Players can check the win/loss status of their favorite games with guaranteed
transparency and decide which games offer them the best odds. Owners can check the
earnings information of their games at any time and use it to make strategic business
decisions.
This is a win-win situation for both online casino players and owners, made possible by
ZAKChain's ultra-fast chain.

Developers can also build fully transparent casino games on the ZAKChain which can
then be sold as NFTs and integrated into online casinos giving passive income to the
NFT owner.
In this way, ZAKChain's ultra-fast distributed ledger brings transparency to a system
that was previously invisible, and creates new value.

Technical Features
Performance
The ZAKChain achieves a processing speed of about 1 to 5 milliseconds per transaction
(reference value measured with AWS t3.micro) with a node implemented by a small
core module of about 10MB and a data storage area for each address. With the
ZAKChain, a general node holds only necessary information, making it about 1/10,000
the size of an Ethereum node, with a Validator being only about 1/100 the size.
Community mechanism
The ZAKChain has a Chain ID. This mechanism allows each community to have its own
economic sphere. Unlike with Layer 1 solutions, the ZAKChain allows each community
to be implemented independently for any desired application, such as for online
casinos or livestreaming platforms.
Proof of Zone
In the ZakChain approval process, a signature is issued by an approver for each zone.
Instead of using energy-intensive Proof of Work systems, the amount of tokens is
managed for each zone, and the movement of tokens within the zone is realized only
by the signature of the sender and the approval node. Authorization is achieved with
the digital signature of the approver in the zone and the signature of the sender.
Moving tokens across zones requires mutual recognition with other zones.
Decentralized Transaction Management
The Validator verifies and signs the transaction information signed by the client,
broadcasts it to each node inside and outside the zone, and performs distributed
management.
Zone Management
The amount of tokens is managed for each zone, and the movement of tokens within
the zone is realized only with the signature of the sender and the approval node.
Within the zone, the approval for tokens sent is completed with the signature of the
approver in the zone in addition to the signature of the sender. Moving tokens across
zones requires mutual recognition by each zone.

Configuration Delivery
Distributes ZAKChain node information. The Validator information signed by the root
node is distributed from the root node or synchronized between the agent nodes.
Validation of Configuration Information
The root node information and the Validator information described in the configuration
information are verified by the root node signature. When the authenticity of the
address and the public key is confirmed, the system continues to function. If the
authenticity is not confirmed, the system is stopped due to the possibility of falsified
configuration information.
Generation of private keys, public keys, node addresses
The agent node generates a series of key sets of a secret key, a public key, and a node
address at the request of the user, and presents the set to the request source.
Distributed Key Management
At node startup, a private key is generated from the shared values of the inputted T
secret keys and held in the node. When signing a transaction, a digital signature is
performed using the generated private key.
Data Synchronization at Startup
When a node starts, it synchronizes node information, synchronizes ledgers in zones,
synchronizes ledgers between zones, and maintains the latest status.
Hash Chain Verification of Synchronous Data
The synchronized ledger data verifies the root node signature, master node signature
and ledger hash chain, and proves that the information has not been tampered with.
Tamper Detection
If data tampering is detected, processing of information from that node and zone is
temporarily stopped. Once the cause has been identified and dealt with, operation is
restarted.

ZAKChain Layer 2 Schematics:

Local Transactions:
Low cost, fast, and highly scalable

Global transaction:
Direct, efficient transfers of value

THE ZAKSwap DEX
Built upon the ZAKChain is the ZAKSWAP DEX, a decentralized exchange. It offers users
a seamless wallet to wallet experience with ease of access to a wide range of
cryptocurrencies, staking for generated profits along with loaning systems, stable coins,
Fiat gateways, and further DeFi products built on the ZAK token ecosystem such as the
NFT Marketplace, Decentralized Lotteries, and other real-world financial products.
With the ZAKSwap DEX, we intend to offer some of the cheapest exchange fees on the
market. When the DEX is completely moved onto the ZAKSwap Chain, we will be able
to offer users near-zero gas fees on the exchange, giving us a major advantage over
other well-known decentralized exchanges that do not run on their own chains.
Furthermore, the ZAK Dex can interact directly with online entertainment websites
such as online casinos using a simple to install API. ZAK Tokens can be used for
real-world services such as tipping and gambling on our partner sites and when the
holder's tokens are not in use they can be returned to the exchange and staked to
receive rewards from all profits generated via trade fees through the exchange.

ZAKSwap DEX Operations

Tokens in The Zak Ecosystem

How Token Transactions Work

ZAKZAK NFT PLATFORM
Non Fungible Tokens are already causing major disruption in the creative and gaming
industries. The advancement of the NFT sector is highly
dependent on the solving of scalability and transaction fees of
blockchain infrastructures. This makes the ZAKZAK ecosystem
the perfect setting for an NFT Marketplace.
THE ZAKZAK NFT platform will allow users to auction and
exchange non fungible assets. The ZAKChain and smart
contracts are used to authenticate NFTs, track their ownership
and buy/sell history, securely decentralize trading, and ensure
all intellectual property and copyright licenses are protected
for NFT creators and owners.
The primary focus of the ZAKZAK NFT Marketplace will be the promotion of the arts
and culture of the birthplace of the ZAKZAK project, Japan. We will host the works of
noted Japanese artists working in contemporary genres like Anime and Manga, as well
as traditional Shunga, Shodo. Ukiyo-e and many more. Japan is also well known
worldwide for its celebrities from J-Pop Stars to Adult Video celebrities who will also
be hosting events and auction their NFT creations on our platform.
Future plans for the ZAKZAK NFT Marketplace include ticketing for live events such as
concerts and sports events, and NFTs originating from Japan’s legendary video game
industry. We will also play host to the many talented international artists working in
Japanese genres from all over the globe.

ZAKZAK DEX AND NFT OPERATIONS
The ZAKZAK NFT platform consists of an NFT minting portal and a marketplace for
trading NFTs that is fully interoperable with the ZAKSWap DEX. Services such as
wrapping, staking, and lending are seamlessly integrated to allow users of the ZAKZAK
platform to build liquidity; purchasing with fiat will also be available. The platform will
allow for frictionless capital access for the new class of crypto assets.
We believe that this complementing of NFT and DeFi will simplify the process of
minting and trading NFTs for the average user, making NFTs more applicable in the real
world and allowing for huge advancement of this important new area of the crypto
space.

INTEROPERABILITY THAT DRIVES LIQUIDITY
Unlike other DeFi projects that are
still at the conceptual stage, the
ZAKZAK team has been working
diligently on building partnerships
with industry-leading partners and
testing applications of the ZAKZAK
system in the real world.
The results of our work mean that
the ZAKZAK system is ready for
“plug n play” operations on a wide
variety of online entertainment
systems like casinos, betting
operators, live streaming platforms
and more.

Continued….

ROADMAP
 2018
Began development of the ZAKZAK Layer 1 Wallet
 2019
Started development of ZAKZAK Layer 2 solution
 Q3 2021
Started trial operations of ZAKZAK Layer 2
 Q4 2021
First Exchange Listings .
Launch of ZAKZAK Layer2 rapid payment solution for Online Casinos.
Launch Online Casino NFT service with official ZAKZAK partners.
Launch Digital Entertainment NFT Market in ZAKSwap
 H1 2022
Listing of ZAK token on ZAKSwap
Lending for digital entertainment NFTs
NFT-DeFi solutions on Cardano
Expanding to Solana, Polkadot
Listing of ZAK token on Uniswap


H2 2022
Launch the entire ZAKZAK Layer 2 on the Ethereum chain.

TOKENOMICS
Token Name: ZAKZAK
Contract Address (ERC20):

Symbol: ZAK
0x8FB7212F38B33deB48E3259ceB7C10421dF86E7E

Purpose

% of total

Validator & Staking Rewards

55%

550,000,000

Token Sale

15%

150,000,000

Marketing

5%

50,000,000

Liquidity & Market Making

5%

50,000,000

Development

7%

70,000,000

Initial Investors

3%

30,000,000

Foundation

10%

100,000,000

100%

1,000,000,000

Total Supply

Token Amount

ZAK TOKEN LOCKOUT PERIOD
ZAK tokens held by the founder set the following lockout period before the tokens are
sold:
0 to 6 months 100%
0 to 1.5 years 50%

0 to 1 year 75%
0 to 2 years 0%

The ZAK tokens held by the ongoing development team will be used to fund ongoing
research and progress beyond the token sale. The following lockout period will be set
before the tokens are sold:
0 to 6 months 100%
0 to 1.5 years 50%

0 to 1 year 75%
0 to 2 years 0%

Legal Disclaimer
The purpose of this White Paper is to describe the intention of the ZAKZAK project to potential
users and token holders. The information within this document does not imply any contractual
relationship between the user and the ZAKZAK team or platform. Nothing in this White Paper shall
be deemed to constitute any sort of offering to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. Certain
statements or claims within this White Paper constitute forward-looking statements that are
subject to uncertainties, the actual events or platform associated with ZAKZAK may differ from the
estimated results outlined in this document.

